
CADDIS

#mycaddis



WELCOME TO

THE NEW AGE

CADDIS IS A MISSION

DISGUISED AS READING

GLASSES. JOIN UP, TUNE

IN, AND GET INSPIRED BY A

GROUP OF HIGHLY

INTELLIGENT, WILDLY

EXPERIENCED AND HYPER

ENGAGED HUMANS.



“Whether you believe you can, or whether you
believe you can’t, you’re right.”  

– Henry Ford

Taylor Steele 
– Filmmaker

Megan DiCiurcio 
– Fashion Veep 

Chris Borchers 
– Tattoo Artist





CADDIS EYE APPLIANCES

ARE BUILT BETTER

optical grade CR39 lens

superior hard coat for anti-scratch durability

anti-refelctive coatings to mitigate reflections

and glare

super hydro-phobic and aleo-phobic coatings

for anti-smudge

handcrafted acetate designs utilising state of

the art CNC and finishing for fit, function, and

durability.

All Caddis readers block blue light. Our included

HEV coating blocks harmful high energy light that

screens emit. 

We are pro cool shit you're doing on your screens.

We are anti eye strain, headaches, and disrupted

sleep.

BLOCK. BLUE. LIGHT. NOW.



AVAILABLE NOW

Miklos Sun Readers Gloss Black

NEW

Miklos Sun Readers Gloss Turtle

Bixby Matte Bone



Possibly the one model that has the largest audience when it comes to fit. It’s like the

elastic waist pant of eyewear…which is really degrading to the Miklos, but we’re just

trying to make a point. 

People with larger faces like the thickness of the frames, and how solid they feel.

Customers with smaller faces also like wearing a frame that stands out. Just depends

on what you’re into. We’ve also taken liberty to engrave “Port” over the left eye, and

“Starboard” over the right eye. It’s a boat thing. Not a yacht thing.

Matte Black

Matte Pink

Matte Bone

Gloss Turtle Karl the Fog

Raw Honey

Polished Heritage Green



Caddis Sun Readers are sunglasses with bifocal reading segments on the back of the

lenses. Bifocal lenses allow the wearer to look through two areas of the lens. 

The upper portion of the lens has no magnification, which allows you to focus on

distant objects. 

The bifocal segment is for reading at close distance. The sun shade tint protects your

eyes from harmful UV light and makes it easier to see in bright conditions.

MIKLOS SUN READERS rrp $199.00

Gloss Black

Gloss Turtle





Bixby is the bold statement that we condensed into a smaller package. We received

feedback from some of you saying that not all 100% of Age Awesome-ers could run

with the Miklos, but you loved the style. 

We went back to the lab, created a design with the same DNA as the Miklos, yet still

it’s own animal, and designed for slightly smaller faces. Meet Bixby.

Polished Clear Pink
Matte Black

Raw HoneyMatte Putty Grey

Gloss Turtle Matte Bone







D28 is our largest frame that looks great on both women & men looking for a

statement. If you’re looking for a frame design at work or going out at night that says,

“These glasses have made it this far…you might not.” these may be what you’re looking

for. These will not fold 4 different ways into a square the size of a Starburst. We have

admiration for substance, and our D28 model is a signature piece. 

Made of 100% Acetate and cut with exact precision. We lazer etched “Izquierda” and

“Derecha” across the tops so you don’t forget which side is the left, and which side is

the right.

Bullet Coffee Gloss Black

Clear Turtle





Yes, these are reading glasses... Yes, people will stop and ask you....

Available in Polished Chrome, and Polished Gold



The Metamodernist Scout is a lightweight metal frame witha light matte finish. 

We’ve added sewn leather temple tips to make the tops of your lobes feel naughty, but

if that’s not your jam, then the tops of your lobes can also feel distinguished. Two

possible transforming feelings...one material. 

How do we do it you ask? It’s not easy. Rather than simply deliver a totally clear reader

lens for nobody else’s enjoyment but your own, we’ve dipped these lens in a bronze

bath that is one part Chrysler Cordoba and one part Pam Grier. The tint begins clear at

the bottom of the lens, and increases in strength towards the top of the lens. 

The end result is an orchestrated visual representation of that exact moment when

Burt met Sally and we all dreamed a little dream of Trans-Ams and escaping the law.

METAMODERNIST SCOUT rrp $189.00



Inspired by the liquor store glasses of his youth + custom cruiser skirts on classic cars... 

CADDIS proudly presents our collab with world renowned tattoo and airbrush artist

Mister Cartoon. Mister Cartoon's work is showcased on the likes of Kobe

Bryant, Christina Aguilera, Snoop Dogg, Eminem, classic lowriders and select products.

MISTER CARTOON rrp $149.00





The CADDIS Navin is a half frame design with an Acetate upper and metal lined lower

section that ensures that your lens don’t fall from your face. 

Named after one of the most innovative minds of the last 50 years, Navin R. Johnson,

the Navin is a lightweight option for long nights at Southern California gas stations and

nomadic carnival attractions.



Inspired by roller derby queens who are not afraid to body check as they take a curve,

meet Nepetalactone. 

Light in weight but not a lightweight. In colors that your Oma wore while her dance

card filled up full.

Gloss Black Pearl



All Caddis readers block blue light with best-in-class technology. We're pro cool shit

you're doing on your screens. We're anti eye strain, headaches & disrupted sleep.

Block. Blue. Light. Now.

It's time to take it backstage. It's dark backstage. Please give a warm welcome to Porgy

Backstage. In mixtape black. With full, clear magnification lenses. See what you're

eating in the green room. As you hear the crowd behind the velvet curtains. Two dot

detail. Top of frames engraved with "Goofy" and "Regular." Crafted to crush it. 

The indoor venue to the outdoor festival that is Porgy Sun Readers.

TurtleGloss Black



Soup Cans have a more round look and will make just about anybody look smarter than

they might actually be. Perceptions sometimes rule the universe. 

These glasses have a combination of gloss and matte finish, with the matte being on

the outside. Between the two layers of acetate is a thin white stripe.



HEV blue light blocking. Spring hinges. 

Slightly smaller than Soup Cans. Slightly lighter.



Caddis Sun Readers are sunglasses with bifocal reading segments on the back of the

lenses. Bifocal lenses allow the wearer to look through two areas of the lens. 

The upper portion of the lens has no magnification, which allows you to focus on

distant objects. The bifocal segment is for reading at close distance. The sun shade tint

protects your eyes from harmful UV light and makes it easier to see in bright

conditions.



ACCESSORIES

FOLDING CASES rrp $20.00

Graffiti Cool Grey & Pink Black/White

Painted Beach Art Yellow Hot Pink



DR GARCIAS SUPER WASH KIT rrp $25.00

Our CADDIS Super Wash is an organic, anti-bacterial lens cleaner specially formulated

for us.  Picture people in lab coasts, Birkenstocks, and smart talking on bio-dynamic

farming methods. These are the people who make our Caddis SuperWash, and we're

lucky that they do what they do. 

Made in Canada. Meaning, they're just really nice.   

30ml (approx. 100 sprays)



VICTORIAN & TASMANIAN AGENTS & SHOWROOM

by appointment

119 Green Street, Cremorne VIC 3121

03 9421 0900

info@theagentgroup.com

theagentgroup.com

 

@theagentgroup




